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Unit of Competency  
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Title  Performing beauty tattooing and embroidering (Permanent makeup or Microblading)  

Code  110397L3  

Range  Select appropriate dyes and apply relevant techniques according to customer needs to provide 
customers with the services of beauty tattooing and embroidering (permanent makeup or 
microblading) for eyebrows, eyeliner or lips at beauty-related workplaces  

Level  3  

Credit  3 （For Reference Only）  

Competency  Performance Requirements  

1. Understand the theories and techniques of beauty tattooing and embroidering (Permanent 
makeup and Microblading) for eyebrows, eyeliner or lips 

 Understand the popular shapes of eyebrows, such as arched eyebrows, natural 
eyebrows, raised eyebrows, single eyebrows and angular eyebrows 

 Understand the matching of eyebrow and face shapes 
 Understand the use of tattooing/ embroidering techniques to beautify different eye 

shapes ( e.g. eyebrow tattooing / eyebrow embroidering / eyebrow softening / eye lining 
/ eyebrow fluttering / eyebrow misting, etc.) 

 Understand the methods of drawing eyebrows 
 Understand the correct positions, methods of and contraindications for 

tattooing/embroidering/tendering upper and lower eyelines 
 Understand the use, difference and safety of various tattoo beauty tools (such as 

needles, electric needles) and dye products 
 Understand the techniques of matching the customers’ eye colour with dyes and the 

techniques of mixing dyes 
 Understand the characteristics of lip shapes and the techniques of lip tattooing 
 Understand the contraindications for beauty tattooing and embroidering (Permanent 

makeup or Microblading) (e.g. the conditions of eyes, eyebrows, skin and lips, immune 
system defects and disorders, special physiological status, pregnant and lactating 
women) 

 Understand the code of practice for personal and operational hygiene 
 Understand the relevant laws and regulations of the treatment course, including: 

"Electrical Products (Safety) Regulations" and “Ordinance of Pharmacy and Poisons” 
 
2. Perform beauty tattooing and embroidering (Permanent makeup or Microblading) for 
eyebrows, eyeliner or lips 

 Make preparations for the treatment in accordance to the code of practice for personal 
and operational hygiene, and the relevant regulations , such as: 

o Sterilizing instruments, materials and hands, wearing disposable gloves 
o Selecting and preparing appropriate eyebrow tattoo remover and dyes 
o Cleaning the area for tattooing and embroidering (e.g. eyes and lips) 
o Protecting the skin around the eyebrows 

 Apply the principles of colour match, master the techniques of blending dyes to select 
and make appropriate dyes according to the complexion, and the face, eye and eyebrow 
shapes of customers 

 Apply the techniques of tattooing/ embroidering techniques (Permanent makeup or 
Microblading) ( e.g. eyebrow tattooing / eyebrow embroidering / eyebrow softening / eye 
lining / eyebrow fluttering / eyebrow misting, etc.) and use relevant tools properly to 
beautify different eye shapes according to customer needs 
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 Look for any adverse effects during the process of treatment, such as eye allergies, skin 
allergies, mild swelling and watery eyes, and take remedial actions if necessary, and 
able to evaluate situations and refer the customer to medical personnel for further 
handling and treatment 

 Explain post-treatment concerns to customers and give advice on home beauty care 
 Perform post-treatment disposal of needles properly 

Assessment 
Criteria  

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are: 

 Capable to master the techniques, theory and contraindications of beauty tattooing and 
embroidering (Permanent makeup or Microblading) for eyebrows, eyeliner or lips; 

 Capable to provide customers with the services of beauty tattooing and embroidering 
(Permanent makeup or Microblading), according to customers’ needs, the code of 
practice for personal and operational hygiene, and the regulatory requirement; 

 Capable to explain post-treatment concerns to customers and give advice on home 
beauty care; and 

 Capable to take remedial actions immediately refer the customer to medical personnel 
for further handling and treatment. 

Remark   
 

  


